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OPERATIONS ON CYCLICALLY 
ORDERED SETS 
VÍTĚZSLAV NOVÁK, Brno 
(Received October 10, 1983) 
The aim of this paper is to define direct operations on the class of cyclically 
ordered sets and to show their basic properties. These properties are similar to 
those of cardinal (direct) operations on the class of ordered sets ([1], [2]). 
1. Cyclically ordered sets 
Let G be a set, let C be a ternary relation on G9 i.e. C c G
3. This relation is 
called a cyclic order on G iff it is 
(1) asymmetric, i.e. (x9 y9z)e C => (z, y9 x) $ C 
(2) cyclic, i.e. (x9 y9z)e C => (y9 z9 x)e C 
(3) transitive, i.e. (x9 y9 z) e C, (x9 z9u)e C => (x9 y9 u) e C. 
If G is a set and C is a cyclic order on G then the pair G = (G9 C) is called 
a cyclically ordered set; the set G is called a carrier of G and denoted <#(G), the set C 
is called a relation of G and denoted ^(G). 
A cyclically ordered set G = (G, C) is called a cycle iff the relation C is 
(4) complete, i.e. x9 y9z e G9 x # y & z # x => (x9 y9 z) e C or (z, y, x) e C. 
A cyclically ordered set G is called discrete iff M(G) = 0. 
An isomorphism of a cyclically ordered set G =-= (G, C) onto a cyclically ordered 
set H == (H9 D) is a bijective mapping/: G ~* H with the property (x, j , z) e Co 
^ (f(x% f(y)9 f(z)) € D. Cyclically ordered sets G,H are isomorphic iff there 
exists an isomorphism of G onto H; we write in that case G s H . 
Let us call a ternary relation T on a set G 
(5) reflexive, iff (x9 x9 x) e T for any x € G, 
(6) antisymmetric, iff (x9 y9z)eT9 (z9y9 x)eT => x - y = z. 
For any ternary relation Ton a set G let us denote T* = T u {(x, x ,x ) ;x6 G}. 
1.1 Lemma. Let C be a cyclic order on a set G. Then the relation C* is reflexive, 
antisymmetric, cyc/ic a««f transitive. 
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Proof. The reflexivity of C= follows from the definition. Let (x,y,z)eC~f 
(z, y, x)e C~ and suppose that x = y = z does not hold. Then (x, y, z) e C, 
(z,y,x)eC which contradicts the asymmetry of C. Thus C= is antisymmetric. 
Let (x,y,z)£C,s. Then either (x, y, z)eC or x = y = z; in both cases it is 
(y, z, x) e C* and C* is cyclic. Assume (x, y, z) e C= , (x, z,u)e C=.lf x ~ y = z, 
then necessarily x = z = u and vice versa. Thus we have only two possibilities: 
either (x, y, z) e C, (x, z, u) e C or x = >> = z = w. In both cases it is (x, y,u)€Cx 
and C= is transitive. 
1.2 Lemma. Let T be a reflexive, antisymmetric, cyclic and transitive ternary 
relation on a set G. Then the relation C = T — {(x, x, x); xe G} is a cyclic order 
on G. 
Proof. Assume (x, y, z) e C, (z, y, x) e C. Then also (x, y, z) e T, (z, y, x) e T, 
thus x = y = z and this is a contradiction. Hence C is asymmetric. Let (x, y, z) e 
e C. Then (x, y, z)e T and x = y = z does not hold. This implies (y, z, x) e T, 
thus (y, z, x)e C and C is cyclic. Let (x, y, z) e C, (x, z, u) e C. Then (x, y, z) e T, 
(x, z,u)eT and neither x = y = z nor x = z = u. As F is transitive, we have 
(x, y, u) e T. Assume x = y = u; then especially x = u and we have (x, z, x) e T. 
The antisymmetry of Tthen implies x = z so that x = >> = z which is a contradic-
tion. Hence (x, y,u)eC and C is transitive. 
With respect to 1.1 and 1.2 a pair G = (G, C=) .where C= is a reflexive, anti-
symmetric, cyclic and transitive ternary relation on a set G, could be called 
a cyclically ordered set. 
2. Sum and product 
2.1 Definition. Let I be a set, let (Gt; ie I) be a family of cyclically ordered sets. 
Let #(G,) n ^(Gj) = 0for i # j . The direct sum £ Gt of this family is G = (G, C), 
iel 
where G - (J ^(G*), C = (J ^(G*). 
i e / ie l 
2.2 Lemma. Let (Gt; i e I) be a family of cyclically ordered sets and let #(G,) n 
n ^(Gj) = 0 /or i # j. !%£« J] Gt is a cyclically ordered set. 
iel 
Proof is trivial. 
Especially, if / = {1, . . . , n}, then the direct sum ]T Gf is written as Gt + ... 
iel 
... + G„. 
2.3 Remark. Let (G ;̂ iel) = ((<?*, Ct); ie/) be a family of cyclically ordered 
sets with Gtr\ Gj = 0 for i # y. Then the canonical insertion jx : Gt ~* (J (7, 
i e / 
given by y'i(x) « x for JC e G* is an isomorphic embedding of Gt into £ Gt. 
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2.4 Definition. Let H = (#, D) be a cyclically ordered set, let (G{; ie H) = 
= ((Gt, Cf); ie H) be a family of cyclically ordered sets. Put G « {(/, x); / e # , 
x G Gj and ((/-, xx), (i2, x2), (/3, x3)) e C iff either (/-, i2, /3) e D or it = i2 = /3 
and (xx, x2, x3) e Ch.. Then G = (G, C) is called an ordered sum of the family 
(G£; / 6 # ) awd we denote it G = ]T Gf. 
i e H 
2.5 Lemma. Let H = (#, D) be a cyclically ordered set, let (Gt; ie H)be a family 
of cyclically ordered sets. Then £ Gt is a cyclically ordered set. 
ieH 
Proof. Denote C, = ^(G(), C = 0t( £ G,). Assume ((ij, xt), (i2, x2), (i3, x3)) e 
i e H 
e C. If (i*!, i"2, i3) e D, then neither (i3,i2,ix)e D nor ix = i2 = / 3 and it is 
0*2, i3>*i) e D. In this case ((i3, x3), (i2, x2), (ix, xx)) e C, ((i2, x2), (i3, x3), (i\, xt)) e 
e C. If ix = i2 = i3, then (xt, x2, x3) e Ch, so that (xs, x2, xx) e Ch, (x2, x3, xt) e 
G Ch and ((/3, x3), (i2, x2), (/l5 x j i C, ((/2, x2), (/3, x3), (iu xx)) e C. We have 
shown that C is asymmetric and cyclic. Let ((ix, xx), (i2, x2), (i3, x3)) e C, ((ix, xx), 
(h > *3)> 0*4 > ^4)) € C. If (i ls i2, i3) G D, then i*! # i2 # /3 ^ ix so that necessarily 
ii # '3 7* i4 # '1 • Thus (/j, i3, i4) G D, the transitivity of D implies (it, i2, i4) e D 
and from this ((it, xx), (i2, x2), (i4, x4)) e C. If ix = i2 = /3, then also ix = /3 = 
= /4 and (xj, x2, x3) e Ch, (xx, x3, x4) e Cix. This implies (xx, x2, x*) e Ch and 
((/l5 xx), (/2, x2), (/4, x4)) eC, C is transitive and hence it is a cyclic order. 
2.6 Remark. Let H be a discrete cyclically ordered set, let (Gt; / G # ) be a family 
of cyclically ordered sets and let ^(Gt) n #(Gy) = 0 for / ^ j . Then £ G, s 
ieff 
i e H 
2.7 Definition. £ef 7 6e a set, let (Gt; iel) = ((G*, Q ; i s / ) 6e a family of 
cyclically ordered sets. Put G = x Gt and for x,y,zeG let (x,y,z)eC
m iff 
iel 
(priX,priy,priZ) e C~ for every i e I. Then G = (G, C=) is called a direct product 
of the family (Gt; i e I) and it is denoted by G = f j GL. ^ 
i s / 
Again, if I == {1, . . . , n} then we write f\ Gt = Gx ... G*. 
iel 
2.8 Lemma. Let (G(; iel) be a family of cyclically ordered sets. Then f\Gt 
i«I 
is a cyclically ordered set. 
Proof is trivial. 
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3. Homomorphisms 
3.1 Definition. Let G = (G, C), H = (#, D) be cyclically ordered sets, let 
f:G-+H. The mapping f is called a homomorphism of G into H iff it has the 
property: 
x9y9ze G9 (x9 y, z)eC~ =-> (f(x)9 f(y), f(z)) e D
m. 
3.2 Lemma. Let (Gt; iel) = ((Gi9 Cf); iel) be a family of cyclically ordered 
sets, let Gtr\Gj^0 for i ^ j and let G = (G, C) = Y Gf. Then C is the least 
iel 
cyclic order (with respect to the set inclusion) on the set G for which all canonical 
insertions ji are homomorphisms of Gt into G. 
Proof. Evidently alljj : Gt-+ G are homomorphisms of Gf into G. Let D be 
any cyclic order on the set G with the property that all j( are homomorphisms. If 
(x,y,z)eC, then there exists iel with x,y, zeG{, (x,y,z)eCt. Then (ji(x), 
Ji(y)Ji(z)) = (x> y9z)eD and thus C g D. 
3.3 Lemma. Let (Gt; iel) = ((Gt, Ct); iel) be a family^ of cyclically ordered 
sets and let G = (G9 C) = Yl G*. Then C~ is the greatest cyclic order on the set G 
iel 
for which all projections prt are homomorphisms of G onto Gt. 
Proof. From the definition there follows that all projections prt are homo-
morphisms of G onto Gj. Let D* be any cyclic order on the set G for which all prt 
are homomorphisms and let (x,y,z)eDs=. Then (prtx, pr{y, pr{z)eC~ for all 
i e J which implies (x, y, z)eC~. Thus D s g C= , 
3.4 Definition. Let G = (G, C\ H = (#, D) be cyclically ordered sets, let 
f: G ~> # . The mapping f is called a strong homomorphism of G into H iff it has 
the property: 
(x, y,z)eC=> (f(x), f(y), f(z)) e D=, 
Jx,y9z)eC~ {f{x)9 f(y), f(z))eD. 
For the purposes of the next theorem we now give an alternative definition 
of an ordered sum of cyclically ordered sets; namely, we need that „summands" Ĝ  
were substructures of the sum G = £ G(. 
ieH 
3.5 Remark. Let H = (H9D) be a cyclically ordered set, let (G^; ieH) -
= ((Gi9 Ct); ieH) be a family of cyclically ordered sets with Gt n Gj = 0 for 
i ^ j . Put G = [j Gt and for x, y9 z e G let (x9 y,z)eC be equivalent with either 
ieH 
xeGi9 yeGj, ze Gk and (i,j, k)e D or x9y,ze Gt and (x9 y9 z) e Ct. Then the 
cyclically ordered set G = ((?, C) is called an ordered sum of the family (Gf; / e H) 
and is denoted by ]T Gt. 
ieH 
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3.6 Theorem. Let G = (G, C), H = (H9 D) be cyclically ordered sets, letf: G -* H 
be a surjective mapping. For any ie H let us denote Gt =/~
1({/}), Ct = C n Gf, 
G4 = (Gj, C(). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A)G = tGi, 
ieH 
(B) / is a strong homomorphism of G onto H. 
Proof. 1. Let (A) hold and let xl9 xl9 x3eG9 (xl9 x2y x3) e C. Then either 
*! e G4l, x2 € Gi2, x3 e Gh and (/*., i2, i3) eDor xX9 x29 x3e G* and (xl9 x2> x3) 6 
€ Cj. In the first case it is (f(xx)9 f(x2)9 f(x3)) = (ix, i2, i3) e D9 in the second one 
it is/(*i) = f(x2)j=f(x3) = i; thus it is (Ax t), f(x2)9 f(x3)) e i )
B . Let x t , x2, *3 e 
e G, (Xj, x2, x3) e C. Then either xx e Gh, x2 e Gh, x3 € Gh and (/t, i2, /3) 6 D
m 
or xXix2,x3e G( and (x^, x2, x3) I Ct. In the first case we have (f(xx)9f(x2)9f(x3)) « 
= 0'i> izJ^eD**, in the second one (f(xx)9f(x2)ff(x3)) = (/, i,/)e_D. Thus, in 
both cases (f(xx)9f(x2)9f(x3))eD9 / i s a strong homomorphism and (B) holds. 
2. Let (B) hold. As G = (J Gf and the sets Gj are pairwise disjoint, it suffices to 
ieH 
prove C = 0t( £ Gf); denote briefly ^ ( Y G*) = £. Let (xi9 xl9 x3) e C. Then 
ieH ieH 
either (f(xx)9f(x2)9 f(x3))eD or / ( x j == f(x2) — f(x3). In the first case denote 
f(xx) = ij 9f(x2) = i29f(x3) = /3; thus, ^ e Gfl, x2 e Gh, x3 e Gh and fa, i2, i3) € 
e D so that (xt 9 x29 x3)e E. In the second case denote f(xx) = /(x2) = f(x3) = i; 
thus, xl9 x29 x3e Gt and (JCX , x2, x3) e C* so that (xt, x2, x3) e 2s. We have proved 
C c K. Let x t , *2 , x3 e G, (x t, x2, x3) 6 C. Then (f(xx)9f(x2)9f(x3)) I D . If 
A*i) = A*2) = A*3) = *\ then ^ , ^ 2 , ^ 3 e Gf and (x t , x2, *3) e Ct so that 
(*i, x29 x3) e E. Iff(xx) = f(x2) = /(x3) does not hold, denote f(xx) = i\, A*2) = 
= *2> A*a) J= '̂3; thus, (/,, /2, i3) i r and x t eG,,, x2e Gh9 x3eGh so that 
(xx, x2, x3) i E. Hence £ g C, thus C = E and (A) holds. 
4. Power 
4.1 Definition. Ler G = (G, C), H = (H9 D) be cyclically ordered sets. A power G
H 
is a set of all homomorphisms f: H -» G together with a ternary relation E~ defined 
by ( / g9h)eE=o (f(x)9 g(x)9 h(x)) e C~ ffor all xeH. 
4.2 Lemma. Let G, H 6e cyclically ordered sets. Then GH is a cyclically ordered set. 
Proof is trivial. 
4.3 Example. For any positive integer n £; 3 let 11 denote an H-elemented cycle, 
i.e. if = {{0, 1,..., n - 1}, {(i9j9 k); either i <j < k or j < k < i or k < i <j9 
0 g /,/, & g /* - 1}}. Let m ^ 3, « •}> 3 be positive integers. Then it holds: 
(a) if m < n9 then m* = m, 
(b) if m = n9 then n
n -=- JI +' JI, . 
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(c) if m > n, then card ^(mn) = m + 
( : ) • 
Proof, (a) If m < n, then the only homomorphisms n -*> m are constant mapp-
ings since if / : #(w) -* #(ro) is not constant, then there exist element i9j9ke 
€«(») with (ij,k)e®(n) and card {/Ot/(j),/(k)} = 2 so that (f(i),f(j),f(k))e 
6 ^(m)*. Thus/is not a homomorphism. 
(b) / : ^(ft) -> ^(it) is a homomorphism of w into n iff either / is a constant 
mapping or there exists k e {0, 1 , . . . , « - 1} such that/(i) = i -f k(mod n). From 
this the assertion follows. 
(c) If m > n, then homomorphisms n -> m are constant mappings and the 
mappings of #(H) on n-elemented cycles in m constructed analogously as in (b). 
As there are I I w-elemented cycles in m, we have the desired equality. 
4.4 Theorem. Let G = (G, C), Hx = (Hu Dx\ H2 = (# 2 , Z>2) be cyclically 
ordered sets and let Hx n H2 = 0. Then G
Hl+H2 s GHl . GHl. 
Proof. For any/e#(GH , + H 2) denote^ **f\Bi,f2 = / | H 2 ( / U denotes a restric-
tion of the mapping / onto a set A). Evidently, fx e %(G
Ul), f2 e #(G
H2) so that 
(fufi) e *(GH l . GHa). Conversely, iff, e <<g(GHi)9 f2 e #(G
H2), then / = / u / 2 e 
e«(GHJ+Ha) and/ t = / | H l , / 2 = / IH 2 - This shows that the' correspondence / - • 
~> (fufi) is a bijection of <$(GHl +Hl) onto #(GHl. GH2). But it is an isomorphism: 
if/, g9he *(G
Hl +H2), (f, g, h) e ®(GHl +HT, then (f(x), g(x), h(x))e C~ for all x e 
€ # t u # 2 which shows both (fl9 gi9 ht)e@(G
Hiy and (f2, g29 h2)e &(G
HT 
i.e. ((/ i , /2), (gl9 g2), (hl9h2)) e 0t(G
Hl . GHrT. This consideration can be turned 
vice versa which proves the assertion. 
4.5 Theorem. Let Gx = (Gl9 Ct), G2 = (G2, C2), H = (#, D) be cyclically 
ordered sets. Then (Gt . G2)
H s G? . G?. 
Proof. For any fe ^((G,. G2)
H) denote fv = I^/, / 2 = pr2f; then /x e #(G?) 
f2 € *tG
H). One can easily show that the assignment/-* (/i ,/2) is a bijection of 
V((Gt. G2)
H) onto #(G?. G?) and, in fact, it is an isomorphism of (Gt . G2)
H 
ontoGf.G^. 
4.6 Theorem. Let G = (G, C), H = (#, 2>), K = (K9E) be cyclically ordered 
sets. Then there exists an isomorphic embedding ofGHK into (GH)K. 
Proof. Let/€<g(GHK) be any element. Thus,/ is a mapping of # x K i n t o G. 
Denote for any y e K by fy a mapping fy:H->G defined by fy(x) = f(x9 y). We 
show that fy € <%(G
H). If xux29x3e # , (xt9x2,x3)eD
ss
9 then ((xt, >>)» (*2, y)9 
(x39y))e ®(U. Kr so that (f(xt,y), f(x29y\f(x39 y)) e C~, i.e. (y/xO. />(**)' 
/y(*3)) e C
8*. This means that fy is a homomorphism of H into G, i.e. / , e #(G
H). 
Further, if xeHis any element and yt, y2, y3 e K9 (yt, y2, j>3) e-£"*, then ((*, yx), 




= which means (fyi,fy2,fn)e^(G
H). In other words, the assign-
ment y-»fy is a homomorphic mapping of K into G
H, i.e. an element of *((GH)K). 
Denote it by q>(f), i.e. <p(f) (y) = fy for fe <$(G
UK) and y e K. Then <p : #(GHK) --> 
-> #((GH)K); we show that q> is an isomorphism of GH K into (GH)K. If/, g e <€GUK) 
and / # g, then /(x, j/) ^g(x, y) for some (x, y)eHxK, i.e. /,(*) # gy(x) for some 
yeK and some x e /if, i.e. /y # gy for some j> e K which shows that <p is an inje-
ction. If (/, g, h)e@(GUKr, then (/(*,y),g(x, j;), h(x, y))e C" for any (x,y)e 
e HxK,thus (fy(x),gy(x), hy(x))eC" for any xeH and any yeK, which means / 
(fy,gy, hy)e ®(G
UT for any y e Kand (<?(/), <Kg), <K/*))e ^((GH)Kr. Conversely, 
(<P(f), <p(g), <p(h)) e ^((GH)K)= implies ( / g, h) e ^(GH K)~ and q> is an isomorphism 
ofGHKinto(GH)K . 
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